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Designing in Context

In this section, you will understand how to open an existing assembly and how CATIA loads the associated files. Use the following steps: 1. Open an existing. 
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CATIA V5 Fundamentals- Lesson 9: Designing in Context



Designing in Context



Student Notes:



In this lesson, you will learn how to create a simple part in the context of an assembly.



Lesson Contents:
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Case Study: Designing in Context Design Intent Stages in the Process Open an Existing Assembly Insert a New Model Create a Sketch in Context Create Assembly-Level Features



Duration: Approximately 0.5 day
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Working in the Context of an Assembly



Student Notes:



When a new part is created in an assembly, the new part features and sketches can be designed in context. This means that existing components can be used to define the new part. For example: • • •



•



Sketches can be supported by the planar face of a neighboring component. Sketch constraints can be defined using elements in other components. 3D elements from other components can be projected onto and intersected with the sketch support. Features can be limited up to other components.
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Implications and strategies for designing in this manner are discussed in this lesson.
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Case Study: Designing in Context



Student Notes:
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The case study for this lesson is the Chuck part used in the Drill Support assembly shown below. The chuck is a component of the Drill Support sub-assembly. This case study focuses on creating the part within the design context of the Drill Support assembly.
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Design Intent



Student Notes:



The chuck part must meet the following design intent requirements: The model must be created within an assembly. • This ensures changes that are made to referenced components are reflected automatically in the chuck.



The base feature sketch support should refer a reference plane from another model. • This allows the base feature to move according to the reference plane of the other model.



The axis of revolution for the shaft should be coincident with the axis of the base component.
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• By creating the axis coincident with the base component, any positional changes in the base component will be updated in t he chuck component. • This means the relative position between the two components will remain unchanged.



The chuck geometry will be used to define the volume within the canella_axis. • You will create an assembly-level remove feature to define the pocket into which the canella_axis fits; as a result, design intent will be maintained between the two components when modifications are applied.
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Stages in the Process



Student Notes:



Use the following steps to create the Chuck part: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Open an existing assembly. Insert a new model. Create a sketch with external references. Create assembly-level features:
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a. Assembly-level hole feature b. Remove Boolean operation
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Open an Existing Assembly In this section, you will understand how to open an existing assembly and how CATIA loads the associated files.



Use the following steps: 1. Open an existing assembly.



Insert a new model. Create a sketch in context. Create assembly-level features.
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2. 3. 4.
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Opening an Existing Assembly



Student Notes:
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Assemblies can contain components that reference individual part and assembly files. These reference parts and assemblies can reside in the same location (e.g., a directory in a filebased data structure) as the top-level assembly, or in different locations. If referenced files are moved from their original locations, CATIA may not be able to locate them when the toplevel assembly is retrieved. You should therefore, carefully consider file locations while assembling components and retrieving files.
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Desk Option (1/2) When an assembly is saved, the locations of all referenced files are written in the product file. If referenced files are moved, CATIA prompts you to specify the new locations of the missing files when the assembly is re-opened. Using the Desk command, you can locate these files.



1



2



Use the following steps to locate the missing files:
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1. While loading the assembly, any missing file(s) will activate the Open window. 2. Select Desk. 3. A reference tree of the assembly and all its components appear. The missing files are highlighted in red. 4. Right-click the missing component and select Find.
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4
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Desk Option (2/2) Use the following steps to locate missing files (continued): 5



5. The file selection window opens. Browse to the folder containing the missing file, select the file, and click Open. 6. Once the file is located, the component is no longer highlighted in the reference tree. 7. Once all missing files are located, click File > Close to close the desk command and open the assembly.
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Design and Visualization Mode By default, the assemblies and their components are loaded into a CATIA session in the Design mode. In this mode, the part definition (exact geometry and parameters) of all the components are loaded into memory. The loading time may be large depending on the size of the assembly.
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To improve performance, assemblies can be loaded in the visualization mode, where CGR representations of the geometry are loaded instead of the actual geometry. CGR (.cgr) files contain no geometry or part information; they are only a tessellated visual representation of the model. Using the CGR files, larger assemblies can be loaded much faster. CGR files are created the first time an assembly is loaded with the cache setting turned on.
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Visualization mode



Design mode
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Visualization Mode (1/2) Use the following steps to turn on the visualization mode: 1. Click Tools > Options. 2. Click Infrastructure > Product Structure from the Options window.



1



3. From the Cache Management tab select the Work with the cache system option. 4. Click OK to the warning and close the options dialog box. 5. Restart CATIA.
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Once the cache system option is selected, all the product files will be automatically loaded in the visualization mode. The first time an assembly is opened in this mode, a CGR file is created for all the assembly components. These CGR files are saved in a local directory and are reused the next time the assembly is opened.



3



2



4
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Visualization Mode (2/2) Other cache system options include the following:



A B



C



D
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A. The Path to the local cache field defines the directory in which the CGR files are stored. B. Released cache are read-only areas where CATIA searches for existing CGR files. These are defined in the Path to the released cache field. C. The Cache Size section defines the maximum cache size. Once the limit is reached, CGR files are deleted based on the first-in first-out rule. D. The Timestamp section saves the CGR files with a timestamp and checks whether the model has been modified since the last CGR file was created. If so, it gets updated with the latest version.
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Working in Visualization Mode (1/2)



Student Notes:



When the CGR format of a CATProduct is loaded, only the external appearance of the components is available.
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The components do not contain any technical information. In the specification tree, the individual nodes for the components are not displayed. In the geometry area, when you place your pointer over a component you will notice that the it is tessellated. As a result, you will not be able to highlight or select its individual features.
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Working in Visualization Mode (2/2)



Student Notes:



The component must be in Design mode to edit component geometry. Models in the Visualization mode cannot be edited. Double-click the particular component to access Design mode and CATIA will load the geometry into session.
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To return to the Visualization mode, rightclick the component and click Representations > Visualization Mode. You can return that component to Visualization mode only if no changes have been made. If changes have been made, a new CGR file needs to be created. You have to save and reopen the entire assembly.
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Exercise: Visualization and Design Modes



Student Notes:



Recap Exercise 25 min



In this exercise you will open an existing assembly, review the different cache management options, and change between Design and Visualization modes. Detailed instruction for this exercise is provided. By the end of this exercise you will be able to: Open an existing assembly Apply Cache Management options Change between the Visualization and Design modes Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



Modify a component
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Do it Yourself (1/7) 1. Open the file Ex9A.CATProduct. Open an existing file using the icon or menus.



1a



a. Click File > Open. b. Select Ex9A.CATProduct from the open dialog box. c.



Select Open.



2. Locate the missing files using the Desk command. If an assembly is retrieved and CATIA cannot locate some of the referenced files, the Open window appears.
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a. Click the Desk button.
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Do it Yourself (2/7) 2. Locate the missing files using the Desk command (continued). b. Right-click Bearing_D30.CATPart, which is highlighted, and click Find on the contextual menu. c. The file can be found in the Missing Files directory. Doubleclick this directory in the File Selection dialog box.



2b
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2c
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Do it Yourself (3/7) 2. Locate the missing files using the Desk command (continued). d. Select Bearing_D30.CATPart. e. Click Open. f. Close the Desk window by clicking File > Close. The assembly loads normally. g. Click File > Save.



2d
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Do it Yourself (4/7) 3. Set the cache visualization option. This option controls how the assembly is loaded into the CATIA session. a. Click Tools > Options. b. Click Infrastructure > Product Structure from the options tree. c. Select the Work with the cache system option in the Cache Management tab.



3c
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Do it Yourself (5/7) 3. Set the cache visualization option (continued…). 3e
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d. Exit and restart CATIA. e. Open Ex9A.CATProduct and review the specification tree. The assembly only exists as a representation.
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Do it Yourself (6/7) 4. Modify a component. You can modify part features within the Assembly Design workbench with a product loaded. a. Double-click the Barrel component in the specification tree. b. Expand its node to view the part at the feature level. c. Double-click the Pocket.2 feature. This will activate the Part Design workbench. Double-click the Pocket.2 again to edit the feature. d. Type [50] as the depth for the pocket. e. Click OK



4a 4b



4c
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Do it Yourself (7/7) 5. Reactivate Visualization mode. Components can be toggled between the representation modes as long as no changes have been made to the component.
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a. Double-click the assembly to re-activate the Assembly Design workbench. b. Right-click the Barrel component and click Representations > Visualization Mode. c. Read the Incident Report window. The component cannot return to Visualization mode because of the changes. d. Click Close. e. Save and reopen the assembly to bring this component back to Visualization mode.
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Exercise Recap: Visualization and Design Modes



Student Notes:



Open an existing assembly Apply Cache Management options Change between the Visualization and Design modes
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Modify a component
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Exercise: Visualization and Design Modes



Student Notes:



Recap Exercise 25 min



In this exercise you will open an existing assembly and change between the Visualization and Design modes, make modifications to a component, and switch back to Visualization mode. High-level instructions for this exercise are provided. By the end of this exercise you will be able to: Open an existing assembly in Visualization mode Change between the Visualization and Design modes
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Modify a component
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Do it Yourself (1/2) 1. Open the file Ex9B.CATProduct. Verify that the Work with the cache system option is activated for this exercise.



1



2. Locate the missing files using the Desk command. 3. Switch all the components to Design mode.



2
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Do it Yourself (2/2) 4. Modify the diameter of the Column from [80mm] to [75mm]. 4



5. Modify the diameter of hole.1 in the Base component from [80mm] to [75mm].



6. Switch the Table.1 and Table_Handle.1 components back to Visualization mode.



5
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Exercise Recap: Visualization and Design Modes



Student Notes:



Open an existing assembly in Visualization mode Change between the Visualization and Design modes
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Modify a component
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Insert a New Model In this section, you will understand how to insert a new model into an existing assembly.



Use the following steps: 1.



Open an existing assembly.



3. 4.



Create a sketch in context. Create assembly-level features.
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2. Insert a new model.
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Inserting a New Model As mentioned in the previous lessons, CATIA enables you to insert previously created components into an assembly. New models can also be created directly in an assembly. The functionality can be accessed using the Insert menu. You can create the following types of models:



C B A
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A. Part • Create a new part file that exists as a separate file. B. Product • Create a new product or sub-assembly that exists as a separate file. C. Component • Create a new product that exists only in the top-level assembly.
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Inserting a New Part (1/2) Use the following steps to create a new part file in an assembly: 1. Right-click the assembly. 2. Click Components > New Part.



2
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1
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Inserting a New Part (2/2) Use the following steps to create a new part file in an assembly (continued):



3



3. CATIA prompts you to define an origin for the newly created part file. Your options are: • Click Yes to define an origin of the new part in a different location from the origin of the assembly. Select a point or a component to define the origin of the new part. If you select a component, the origin point of the new part will be in the same location as the origin of the selected component. If you select a point, the origin of the new part will be located at this point. • Click No to define the origin of the new part in the same location as the origin of the assembly. 4
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4. The new part is added to the product.
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Inserting a New Product New assemblies (CATProducts) can also be inserted in a product. The New Product option will create a new sub-assembly as well as a new external CATProduct file. Use the following steps to create a new product in an assembly:



2 1



1. Right-click the assembly. 2. Select New Product. 3. The new product appears in the model.
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Inserting a New Component You can create a special type of component that exists only in the parent CATProduct and does not have its own file. This product is used for situations where references or configurations of other components are only relevant in the Assembly mode, and do not require a separate CATProduct.



2



1



Use the following steps to create a new component: 1. Right-click the assembly. 2. Select New Component. 3. The new component appears in the model.
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Component Properties Revisited Properties can be assigned to new models created in an assembly. Right-click the component and click Properties to access the properties dialog box. Recollect details from the previous lesson:



A.



B.



Part Number: Identifies the part file used in the assembly. In most cases the part number is the same as the file name of the component, but you can change it if required. Instance Name: Each component inserted into an assembly is a separate instance. For example, if the same part is inserted into an assembly twice, the part in both the instances will have the same part number but different instance numbers. No two components in an assembly can have the same instance number.



A



B
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A



B
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Create a Sketch in Context In this section, you will learn how to create a sketch with external references, within a part that was created in the context of an assembly.



Use the following steps: 1. 2.



Open an existing assembly. Insert a new model.



4.



Create assembly-level features.
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3. Create a sketch in context.
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Editing a Part To create features in a part within an assembly, you first need to edit the part in which the features are to be created. This is accomplished by activating the part. Once the part is activated, CATIA switches to the workbench in which the part was last edited or to the Part Design workbench.



1 2



Use the following steps to activate a part:
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1. Expand the tree by clicking on the plus (+) symbol next to the part you want to edit. 2. Double-click the branch that is just below the one you expanded. The part highlights in the tree, indicating that it is active. 3. The part is then active and the last workbench used to edit the CATPart document is displayed.
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Sketching On a Face Of a Component Once a part is active, the interface and functionality are the same as if you were editing a stand-alone part. You can use reference planes and planar surfaces from other components for sketch supports, because the part is now being edited in the context of the assembly.



1



Use the following steps to create a profile in the context of the assembly:



4 3
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1. Activate the part. 2. Select the Sketcher icon in the Part Design workbench. 3. Select the planar face of a component that you want to use as the basis for the sketch plane. 4. Create the profile sketch.



2
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Projecting 3D Elements Onto the Sketch Plane You can project 3D geometric elements from the neighboring components onto the sketch to make the profile creation easier using the following steps: 1. Select the Project 3D Elements icon. 2. Select a geometric element of a neighboring component. 3. The element appears in the specification tree under the Use-edges subset as well as an external reference curve.



1
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Intersecting 3D Elements with the Sketch Plane You can intersect 3D elements from the neighboring components with the sketch plane using the following steps: 1. Select the Intersect 3D Elements icon. 2. Select an element from a neighboring component. 3. The element appears in the specification tree under the Use-edges subset as well as an external reference surface.



2 1
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Defining Sketch Constraints Using Other Components



Student Notes:



In addition to using surfaces of other components as a sketch support, the geometry of the components can be used to define sketch constraints. This can be useful at the beginning of the creation of the body. Define the constraint between these two elements to place the sketch in position.
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Select one geometric element from the sketch and another one from a neighboring component.
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Limiting Features Up to Other Components You can select geometric elements on components for uses other than sketched entity definition. They can be used to specify design features of your part, such as a limit for a pad.



1



Use the following steps to limit a pad up to a plane or surface of another component: 1. Select the type of limit. 2. Select a face of a neighboring component.
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References and Options (1/2)



Student Notes:



While designing in context, external references occur between the part being designed and other components in the assembly. They may occur in the following situations:
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A. When selecting a sketch support. B. When dimensioning or constraining entities in sketcher using edges, surfaces, etc. C. When using curves and edges as the basis of other feature creation. D. When setting limits using surfaces or planes for the depth options.
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References and Options (2/2)
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External references can complicate the process of updating and modifying a model in the future. You can limit their use to conform to company design standards using options from the menu bar. Click Tools > Options > Infrastructure > Part Infrastructure. The indicated options on the General tab are described below. A. References between the source and target parts are maintained. Updates to the source part are translated to the target part. B. Displays the external references that are created in the specification tree. C. Prompts you when an external reference is being created. D. Allows you to place the external reference with respect to the root context of the assembly, instead of the most direct context. E. Allows external references to occur only based on the elements that have been marked as published. F. Searches to make sure that any target part is updated with the most recent information from the source part.
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A B C D E



F
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Isolating Features



Student Notes:



As a general rule when designing in context, the component(s) created within the context of an assembly is unique to the assembly and should not be inserted into another assembly nor moved to another position.
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However, if the components have to be moved as per the design requirement, you must break the external references. This is done by isolating the feature.
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Create Assembly-Level Features In this section, you will learn how to create assembly-level features and understand how they interact with components in the assembly.



Use the following steps: 1. 2. 3.



Open an existing assembly. Insert a new model. Create a sketch in context.
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4. Create assembly-level features.
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Assembly-Level Features (1/2)



Student Notes:



Although the Assembly Design workbench deals with the component and part levels, some features can still be created in this environment.



Geometry



Icon



Description Use a plane, face, surface, or previously created split as a reference.



Hole



Create a hole based on a plane, surface, or previously created part hole.



Pocket



Create a pocket based on a previously created sketch or pocket.



Add



Add a body or an existing add feature.



Remove



Remove a body or an existing remove feature.



Symmetry



Select a plane or surface as a reference to perform symmetry on a part, product, or component.
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Split
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Assembly-Level Features (2/2)



Student Notes:



Once assembly features are created, you can specify which components they will affect. Move the parts you want the feature to affect to the Affected parts section of the Assembly Features Definition dialog box.
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An assembly-level hole feature is created in the assembly below. By setting the parts which are affected, you can control how the feature interacts with specific components.



Through one part
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Through both parts
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Assembly-Level Features (1/2)



Student Notes:



Although the Assembly Design workbench deals with the component and part levels, some features can still be created in this environment.
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Geometry



Icon



Description



Split



Use a plane, face, surface, or previously created split as a reference.



Hole



Create a hole based on a plane, surface, or previously created part hole.



Pocket



Create a pocket based on a previously created sketch or pocket.



Add



Add a body or an existing add feature.



Remove



Remove a body or an existing remove feature.



Symmetry



Select a plane or surface as a reference to perform symmetry on a part, product, or component.
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Assembly-Level Features (2/2)
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Through one part
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Through both parts
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What are Assembly Features? (1/3) Assembly features are features that are applied not only to a single part (from within the part design workbench) but to a set of several parts of an assembly. The following are examples of assembly features: A.



A



Hole: This operation creates a hole passing through multiple parts with a single feature.
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B.



Split: This operation splits one or more parts with the splitting surface with a single feature.
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B
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What are Assembly Features? (2/3)



Student Notes:



The following are examples of assembly features (continued): C.



Pocket: This operation creates pockets in multiple parts in a single instance.



D.



Add: This operation adds a part body to multiple parts in a single instance. The light blue part body is added to both the components.



C
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D
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What are Assembly Features? (3/3)



Student Notes:



The following are examples of assembly features (continued):
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E. Remove: This operation removes material from all the affected parts using the geometry of a part body with a single feature. The light blue part body is removed from both the components.
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What are Affected Parts? Affected parts are parts of the assembly that will be operated on by the assembly feature.



A



When an assembly feature, such as a split, is created, changes are made in the tree: A.



Affected parts become contextually linked.



B.



The linked feature is created in the affected part.



C. Creation and edition of the assembly feature is made at the assembly level. D. Affected parts and linked features are added within the assembly feature in the tree. B
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D
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Specifying Affected Parts Each time an assembly feature is created, the Assembly Feature Definition dialog box appears to allow you to specify the affected parts. A



The Assembly Feature Definition dialog box contains the following features: B



A. Edit the name of the assembly feature.



D



B. List of assembly parts that are not currently affected by the assembly feature.



E



F



G



C. List of assembly parts that are currently affected by the assembly feature. C



D. Button to move all parts in the upper field to be included in the lower field. E. Move selected parts to the lower field.



H
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F. Button to move all parts in the lower field to be included in the upper field. G. Move selected parts to the upper field. H. Checking this option will highlight all the affected parts in the model.
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Creating an Assembly Split To make an assembly split, a surface or a plane is required. The surface must not belong to any of the affected parts.



1



Use the following steps to create an assembly split:



2



1. Select the Split icon. 2. Select the splitting surface. 3. Specify the affected parts. 4. Select the orientation of the split by selecting the required direction of the arrow.



3
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5. Click OK to confirm. The assembly split is created.



4 5
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Creating an Assembly Hole 1



For an assembly hole, a sketch will be created that will belong to the part containing the reference plane.



2



Use the following steps to create an assembly hole: 1. Select the Hole icon. 2. Select the reference edges and surface for the hole.



3



3. Specify the affected parts. The Add Series button allows you to define different hole specifications for each affected part. 4. Select Yes/No to keep the links with the selected object or not.



4



5. Specify hole parameter values and types.
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6. Click OK. The hole is created through the affected parts.
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Using Hole Series 1



While creating an assembly hole, you can define different shapes of holes by going through the parts of a product within the same assembly feature.
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Perform the following steps to use the hole series option while adding an assembly hole: 1. From the Assembly Features Definition dialog box, select the Add Series button. A new tab named Series 1 is created. 2.



Select the parts that should be affected by the new hole specification and Click the Select button.



3.



Define the new hole specification using the Hole Definition dialog box.



4.



Add additional series as required by repeating steps 1 through step 3.



5.



Click OK to confirm when finished once you complete the process. The assembly hole will be added into the specification tree along with each series that was added. The feature can be modified from the assembly design workbench.
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Creating an Assembly Pocket An assembly pocket is a sketch-based feature that requires an existing sketch. This sketch need not belong to any of the affected parts. Use the following steps to create an assembly hole: 1.



Select the Pocket icon.



2.



Select the sketch which will be used to make the pocket.



3.



Specify the parts that will be affected.



4.



Specify the pocket parameter values and types.



5.



Click OK. The pocket is created through the affected parts.



1



2



3
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Adding a Body to an Assembly The Add tool will add a body from a part to the affected parts. The body to be added can belong to one of the assembly components on which the command is being applied.



1



2



Use the following steps to add a body to an assembly: 1.



Select the Add icon.



2.



Select the body to add.



3.



Specify the parts that will be affected.



4.



Click OK. A linked copy of the body is added to each affected part. Hide all the components except for one of the affected parts and the added body can be seen.



4



4
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Removing a Body from an Assembly The Remove tool will remove the space occupied by a body from the affected parts. The body being removed can belong to one of the assembly components on which the remove command is being applied and it can include an entire part body.



1



2



Use the following steps to remove a body from an assembly: 1. Select the Remove icon. 2.



Select the body to be used for the remove.



3.



Specify the parts that will be affected.



4.



Click OK. A linked copy of the body is removed from each affected part. Hide all the components except for one of the affected parts and the added body can be seen.



4
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Cautions About Designing in Context •



Student Notes:



Assembly-level features: Cannot be patterned. Can only be created from information contained within the child components of the active product.



Assembly-level split, hole, and pocket features can be created based on the same type of feature that exists in the part.



•



Assembly-level hole features appear in the assembly specification tree and the part specification tree in which it is applied. This is because, the hole dimensions are modified at the assembly level, but their position is modified at the part level.



•



The sketch for an assembly pocket feature must be created at the part level of the component, that will be affected by the pocket.



•



While referencing components, be careful not to create an additional reference from the target part to the source part. This creates a condition known as a circular reference, which can cause regeneration errors.
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To Sum Up



Student Notes:
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In the following slides you will find a summary of the topics covered in this lesson.
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Open an Existing Assembly
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Assemblies can contain components that reference individual parts and assembly files. If referenced files are moved from their original locations, CATIA may not be able to locate them when the top-level assembly is retrieved. CATIA prompts you to specify the new locations of the missing files. Using the Desk command, you can locate these files. By default, the assemblies and their components are loaded into a CATIA session in Design mode. In this mode, the part definition of all the components are loaded into memory. The loading time may be large. To improve performance, assemblies can be loaded in the visualization mode, where CGR representations of the geometry are loaded instead of the actual geometry.
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Visualization mode Design mode



Product opened in Visualization mode



C B A
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Insert a New Model As mentioned in the previous lessons, CATIA enables you to insert previously created components into an assembly. New models can also be created directly in an assembly. You can create the following types of models:



C B A
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A. Part: Create a new part file that exists as a separate file. B. Product: Create a new product or subassembly that exists as a separate file. C. Component: Create a new product that exists only in the top-level assembly.
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Create a Sketch in Context While working in context of an assembly you can make use of the existing components in one of the following ways: A. Sketching on a face of a component B. Projecting / intersecting 3D elements onto the sketch plane C. Defining sketch constraints using other components D. Limiting features up to other components As a general rule when designing in context, the components created within the context of an assembly is unique to the assembly and should not be inserted into another assembly nor moved to another position. However, if the components have to be moved as per the design requirement, you must break the external references. This is done by isolating the feature.



A



Face of existing component used to create a sketch



B Edge created using intersection



C



Coincident constraint between sketch entity and existing edge
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Pad limited by existing face
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Create Assembly-Level Features Assembly features are created inside an assembly and these features affect not only a single part but a set of components of the assembly. These features include: split, hole, pocket, add, remove, and symmetry. Assembly-level split, hole, and pocket features can be created based on the same type of features that exist in the child component. These features cannot be patterned. Assembly-level hole features appear in the assembly specification tree and the part specification tree in which it is applied. This is because, the hole dimensions are modified at the assembly level, but their position is modified at the part level.



Assembly-level hole features in the assembly specification tree and the part specification tree
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Pulley component
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Engine Component



Assembly level hole feature affects engine as well as pulley.
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Design in Context Tools Assembly Features 1



Split: splits one or more components using the splitting surface in a single operation



2



Hole: creates a hole passing through multiple components in a single operation



3



Pocket: creates a pocket passing through multiple components in a single operation



4



Add: adds a part body to multiple components in a single operation



5
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2



3



Remove: removes material from all the affected components using geometry of a part body in a single operation



File Menu 6



1



4



File > Desk: helps to locate the missing files referenced by an assembly loaded in the session
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Exercise: Design in Context



Student Notes:



Recap Exercise 25 min



In this exercise you will create a new part within the context of an assembly. You will use the tools used in the previous exercises to complete this exercise. Detailed instructions for this exercise are provided. By the end of this exercise you will be able to: Create a new part file within an assembly Create a geometry within the part based on external references to other components
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Create assembly-level features Verify relationships created between the source and target components
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Do it Yourself (1/7) 1. Open the file 9C.CATProduct. Use the icon or menus to open an existing file. a. Click File > Open. b. Choose 9C.CATProduct from the open dialog box. c. Click Open.



1



2. Insert a new part file. You can create a new part file in an assembly.



2
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a. Click Insert > New Part. b. Select canella_pulley from the specification tree. c. Click No to define a new origin to the part file.
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Do it Yourself (2/7) 3. Edit the part. You change the properties and specify a new instance name and part number. a. Select the new part in the specification tree. b. Right-click and select Properties. c. Type [Pulley_Support] for the instance name and part number. d. Click OK. e. Expand the node for Pulley_Support and double-click the Pulley_Support part name in the specification tree.



4. Set options. Ensure that the external reference options are set correctly. 4b
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a. Click Tools > Options > Infrastructure > Part Infrastructure. b. From the General tab, ensure that the Keep Link with Selected Object option is selected.
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Do it Yourself (3/7) 5. Create geometry in the part file in the context of the assembly. You can create geometry in the new part that references other components in the assembly. a. Set the display to Shading with Edges. b. Select the Sketch icon. c. Select the surface shown as the sketch support. d. Orient the sketch view as shown using the Normal view icon.



4a



4b



4d
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Do it Yourself (4/7) 5. Create geometry in the part file in the context of the assembly (continued…):



4e



4f
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e. Select the Project 3D elements icon. f. Select the edge as shown. g. Exit sketcher. h. Select the Pad icon. i. Specify a depth of [78.5] and make sure that the feature is created in the correct direction, as shown. j. Click OK.
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Do it Yourself (5/7) 6. Modify the pulley part file. Modify the pulley part to see the effect on the pulley_support part. Expand the node for the Pulley part. Double-click Pulley to activate it. Double-click the Hole.1 feature. Modify the diameter of the hole from 100mm to 120mm. e. Click OK to complete the modification. f. Double-click Canella_Pulley from the specification tree to activate it and return to the Assembly Design workbench. g. Select the Update icon. The Pulley_Support part gets updated accordingly.



5a



a. b. c. d.



5d
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Do it Yourself (6/7)



6a



7. Create assembly-level features. Create a hole that affects both the parts in the assembly. a. b. c. d. e.



Select the Assembly level hole icon. Select the surface shown. Specify diameter [40mm]. Set the depth Up to surface. Select the limit surface as shown.



6b



6d 6c
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Do it Yourself (7/7) 7. Create assembly-level features (continued…): f. Move the Pulley part to the Affected parts section of the Assembly Features Definition dialog box. g. Click OK.
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Exercise Recap: Design in Context



Student Notes:



Create a new part file within an assembly Create a geometry within the part based on external references to other components Create assembly-level features
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Verify relationships created between the source and target components
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Exercise: Design in Context



Student Notes:



Recap Exercise 20 min



In this exercise, you will construct the Engine Axis part within the Bloc_Engine assembly. High-level instructions for this exercise are provided.



By the end of this exercise you will be able to: Create a new part within an assembly Create a part geometry referencing other components in the assembly
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Modify the geometry of a source and update the target component
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Do it Yourself (1/5) 1.



Open the file Ex9D.CATProduct.



2.



Insert a new part file and make it the active model. 1
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Do it Yourself (2/5) 3. Create a shaft inside the new part with the following sketch.



3
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• Create the sketch on the zx plane that exists in the engine part. • Use Intersect 3D elements to create an external reference between the surface of the hole and the profile. • Use Project 3D elements for the creation of the axis and the vertical side of the profile. • Inside the Sketcher workbench, select the Cut Part by Sketch Plane icon from the Visualization toolbar, to better view the part.
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Do it Yourself (3/5)



Student Notes:



4. Create a hole using the criteria shown.
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Do it Yourself (4/5)



Student Notes:
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5. Create a pocket as shown.
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Do it Yourself (5/5) 6. Activate the Engine part and modify the hole.4 diameter from 28mm to 30mm.



6



7. Update the assembly.
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Exercise Recap: Design in Context



Student Notes:



Create a new part within an assembly Create a part geometry referencing other components in the assembly
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Modify the geometry of a source and update the target component
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Exercise: Design in Context



Student Notes:



Recap Exercise 20 min



In this exercise you will create a part in the context of the assembly then compare it with an existing model where the components were created separately. You will use the tools you have learned in this lesson to complete the exercise with no detailed instructions. By the end of this exercise you will be able to: Create a part within the context of an assembly
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Understand some of the differences between the two design approaches
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Do it Yourself (1/2)



Student Notes:
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1. Open Ex9E.CATProduct and create the following engine support in the context of the assembly. Reference the engine component while creating the engine support.
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Do it Yourself (2/2)



Student Notes:



2. Open Bloc_Engine.CATProduct and compare this model with the part you created. Investigate the following: A. Can geometry changes made to the engine part cause geometry changes in the engine support? B. Are you able to move the components using the compass in an assembly?
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C. What happens if the engine part is deleted?
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Exercise Recap: Design in Context



Student Notes:



Create a part within the context of an assembly Understand some of the differences between the two design approaches



A. Can geometry changes made to the engine part cause geometry changes in the engine support? With Bloc_Engine.CATProduct, the only references that exist between the components are through assembly constraints, which cannot modify the actual geometry.
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B. Are you able to move components using the compass in an assembly? You are able to move components in both assemblies; however, you will be breaking the assembly constraints in the Bloc_Engine.CATProduct. The components need to be isolated before they can be moved. C. What happens if the engine part is deleted? In Ex9E.CATProduct the engine support will lose references that were used to create its geometry. The part will open, but features that reference the engine will not be modifiable.
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Case Study: Designing in Context



Student Notes:



Recap Exercise 25 min



You will practice what you learned by completing the case study model using only a detailed drawing as guidance. In this exercise you will create the case study model. Recall the design intent of this model: The model must be created within the assembly. The base feature sketch support should reference a datum plane from another model. The axis of revolution for the shaft should be coincident with the axis of the base component.
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The Chuck geometry will be used to define the volume within the Canella_axis.



Using the techniques discussed so far, create the model without detailed instructions.
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Do It Yourself: Designing in Context (1/2)



Student Notes:



You must complete the following tasks:
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1. Open the supplied file CS-L9.CATProduct from the case study directory. 2. Insert a new part into the assembly. 3. Create the revolved base feature. 4. Create a pocket to define a cut. 5. Mirror the pocket. 6. Create a pocket to define one of the ridges. 7. Pattern the pocket as a complete crown. 8. Create an assembly-level hole. 9. Perform a Remove Boolean operation at the assembly level to remove the Chuck part from the Canella_axis component.
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Do It Yourself: Designing in Context (2/2)



4 5



8
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Case Study: Chuck Recap



Student Notes:



Insert a new part into the reference assembly. Create a revolved base feature. Create a pocket to define a cut. Create a pocket. Pattern the pocket. Create an assembly-level hole.
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Perform a remove at the assembly level that removes the Chuck part from the barrel component.
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